UNPRECEDENTED VISIBILITY
INTO FTR MARKET POSITIONS

FTR POSITIONS DATASET
Financial Transmission Rights (FTRs) are extremely complex market instruments with
enormous volumes of associated data. Historically, only FTR trading organizations
with large IT budgets have been able to build systems to gain visibility into the
positions of their competitors in the market. The FTR Positions Dataset provides this
visibility, giving users access to the fastest available valuation for the entire market
after each FTR auction and day-ahead market clearance. Built using an industrystandard mark-to-auction methodology used by some of the biggest FTR firms for
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many years, users can be confident they are getting accurate values for their
accounting and strategy development needs. With FTR Positions Dataset, you can
outsource expensive data management, including price revisions, model remappings, and inevitable market data reporting changes.

FTR Positions Dataset is available on Snowflake, allowing users to ask the hard
questions of the data they never thought possible. Snowflake is a data warehouse
available across multiple cloud platforms. It offers massive compute capabilities,
ideal for this big dataset. Snowflake also allows you to integrate FTR Positions
Dataset with other Yes Energy data, internal data, and other third-party data
available on Snowflake, fueling powerful Big Data analysis.

DATA INSIGHTS THAT
POWER YOUR BUSINESS
CAPABILITIES
Industry-standard methodology for marking and settling FTR positions
Coverage of all positions in all of the US FTR markets
Optimized system for speed of valuation after FTR auction and day-ahead
clearances
Management of key data details like model re-mappings, price revisions, and
market data reporting changes
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Delivered on the powerful Snowflake cloud platform

ABOUT YES ENERGY
Yes Energy is the leader in power market data. Founded in Boulder, Colorado in
2008, Yes Energy set out on a mission to deliver nodal power traders powerful,
insightful, actionable data - it now offers the most robust, high-quality data in the
industry. Yes Energy creates innovative data solutions to power the businesses of
not only nodal power traders, but also power marketers originators, asset
developers, asset operators, and the Middle Office.

ABOUT SNOWFLAKE
Snowflake is the first and only cloud-native, cloud-based data warehouse. This
cutting-edge technology allows for the replication and secure sharing of data
without duplication. Snowflake makes Big Data analytics accessible to small
business and large international companies alike. Snowflake also has a low barrier
to entry and getting started is easy. You can sign up for a free 30-day Snowflake
trial here.
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